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• Financial consumer empowerment  : 
a global policy priority of
the new financial landscape 
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• OECD work on financial consumer protection :

G20 High-level Principles  

OECD l d hi fi i l d ti
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• OECD leadership on financial education : 
main areas of expertise   
national strategies for financial education
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1. Empowering financial consumer : 
a necessity in the aftermath of the crisis

A riskier, broader, complex and innovative 
financial landscape

Inefficiencies in financial consumer protection 

A caveat emptor  financial retail market : 
related negative spill over effects

•Asymmetry of information, knowledge and power
•Lack of trust in financial markets
•Fraud, abuses, misselling of products
•Financial and social exclusion/ inadequate protection
•Cost for governments, consumers and the industry 

1. This is compounded by low levels of financial literacy  

Attitude  : confidence/trust , awareness and care

Knowledge of financial concepts and understanding of productsKnowledge of financial concepts  and understanding of products

Skills and long–term planning

A few telling evidence (more in OECD/INFE 2012 survey)

• Only 10% of respondents provided correct answers to a series of very simple 
financial knowledge questions (source US 2009 survey) 

• At the same time, 37% self-assessed their financial knowledge as very high   
• Globally : young people, women, low income group are more vulnerable
• A majority of  individuals have difficulty in planning ahead -and for retirement -

Only “good news” from the crisis, the public is more interested in financial 
issues: a “teachable moment”?
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1. Financial inclusion, consumer protection and Financial inclusion, consumer protection and 
education education have become pillars of financial stability

G20 (2010) Principles for Innovative Financial Inclusion and
creation of the Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion

• Countries are developing special structure and mandate to address 
financial consumer protection issues (e.g. Consumer Finance 
Bureau in the US, UK, move to twin -peak approach in South Africa)

G20 (2011) High-Level Principles on Financial Consumer Protection 
developed by the OECD  in collaboration with relevant stakeholders

G20 (2012) : expected High level Principles

• More and more countries are committed and developing National 
Strategies in this field

G20 (2012) : expected High-level Principles 
on National Strategies for Financial Education developed by the OECD 

1. Financial Consumer Empowerment Trilogy 

FinancialFinancial 
Education

Financial 
C

Financial
Consumer 
Protection

Financial
Inclusion
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2. OECD’s strong involvement on 
Financial Consumer Protection (FCP) and G20

Work started decades ago through various OECD committees 

2010: OECD Committee on Financial Markets created a dedicated Task2010:   OECD Committee on Financial Markets created a dedicated Task 
Force (TF)  now chaired by Mexico and prepared a comparative report

2011  : G20 ministers of finance call for the development of 
High-level principles on Financial Consumer Protection

The OECD through its TF developed the principles in consultation  with 
countries and relevant international institutions and stakeholders

Nov. 2011 : High-level principles approved by G20 leaders

Next step : develop  a 24-month action plan for the preparation of detailed 
guidance to apply the principles  

2.  10 G20 Principles on FCP

1- Legal, Regulatory and Supervisory Framework

2- Role of Oversight Bodies

3- Equitable and Fair Treatment of Consumers3- Equitable and Fair Treatment of Consumers

4- Disclosure and Transparency

5- Financial Education and Awareness

6- Responsible Business Conduct of Financial Services Providers 
and Authorised Agents

7- Protection of Consumer Assets against Fraud and Misuseg

8- Protection of Consumer Data and Privacy

9- Complaints Handling and Redress

10- Competition
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2- G20 Principles on FCP on Financial Education

Financial Education and Awareness 

• should be promoted by all relevant stakeholders 
• clear information on consumer protection rights and• clear information on consumer protection, rights and 

responsibilities  

Consumers develop the knowledge, skills and confidence to

• understand risks, including financial risks and opportunities
• make informed choices
• know where to go for assistanceknow where to go for assistance
• take effective action to improve their own financial well-being 

Stakeholders are encouraged to implement the Principles and 
Guidelines developed 
by the OECD International Network on Financial Education 

3. OECD Framework and policy tools on financial education 

Work started in 2003! serviced by 2 OECD Committees

Data collection/developmentData collection/development, 
comparative and analytical work and research 

Standard setting activities (4 set of policy instruments)

International Network on Financial Education 
94 economies; 220 public institutions

International Gateway for Financial Education
www.financial-education.org

10
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1. Financial Education (FE) : A Capacity building processA Capacity building process

“by which financial 
consumers/investors improve their 

d t di f fi i l

OECD 2005
definition 

understanding of financial 
products and concepts; and 
through information, instruction 
and/or objective advice 
develop the skills and confidence 
to become more aware 
of financial risks and opportunities 
to make informed choices, 
to know where to go for help, and g p
take other effective actions to 
improve their financial well-being”.

Outcome: financial literacy

3- OECD-INFE FE priority areas of work

Data and  
methodologies

Key projects Selected issues
methodologies 

• Measurement of 
financial literacy 
• Adult (14 countries)
• Young population 

PISA (19 countries)

• Evaluation of

•• National strategiesNational strategies

• School

• Financial inclusion

• Women

• Credit

• Saving and 
investment

• Pensions issues

• Behavioral 
economics

• Social marketing and • Evaluation of 
programmes

g
communication 
strategies
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3. The big picture: National Strategy 
for Financial Education (NS)

No one size fits all model!No one size fits all model!
NS =A nationally coordinated approach to financial education that 

consists of an adapted framework or programme which :

No one size fits all model!No one size fits all model!
NS =A nationally coordinated approach to financial education that 

consists of an adapted framework or programme which :

Recognises the importance of financial education and defines its meaning 
and scope at national level in function of identified national needs and gaps 

Involves the cooperation of different stakeholders as well as the identification 
of a national leader or coordinating body/council

Establishes a roadmap to achieve specific and predetermined objectives
within a set period of time; and,

Provides guidance to be applied by individual programmes in order to 
efficiently and appropriately contribute to the strategy”

3. Selected findings: NS status 

• 2/3 of respondents• 2/3 of respondents
25 countries have 

launched a NS • 2/3 of respondents• 2/3 of respondentslaunched a NS 
process

• financial inclusion and/or• financial inclusion and/or
Often integrated 

in  a wider financial inclusion and/or
• consumer protection 

measures/approaches

financial inclusion and/or
• consumer protection 

measures/approaches

approach for 
financially 

empowered 
individuals

14
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3. Selected Findings: Main  goals

Promote financial literacy as a life skill and 
raise overall awareness on this issue

Avoid duplication of resourcesp

Identify and implement more efficient practices

Adapt FE approach to national circumstances 

Id tif l t ti l t k h ld d i f th iIdentify relevant national stakeholders and reinforce their co-
operation and coordination in an outcome- oriented fashion

Better address financial literacy shortcomings  for 
particular groups of the population or policy issues

3. Frequent identified challenges. Frequent identified challenges... 

Building a consensus and agreeing on 
common objectives 

Ensuring long term and adequateEnsuring long-term and adequate 
commitment of key stakeholders

Defining the level and scope of
involvement of the private sector

Moving from the design 
to the implementation phaseto the implementation phase

Assessment and evaluation

Sustainability and resources!
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Framework on National Strategy 
for Financial Education
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Preparatory and diagnosis phase

D
M

The foundation : preparatory steps or diagnosis phasepreparatory steps or diagnosis phase

Mapping of 
existing 

resources and 
stakeholders 

Avoid 
duplication of 

resources

Identify 
successful 
practices

Baseline survey 
of the level of 

financial literacy  

Target 
groups/ 

needs and 
gaps

Main policy 
issues

Consultation 
process 

Start 
elaborating Build trust 

andp
amongst key 
stakeholders

g
coordination 
mechanisms

and 
consensus  

National 
awareness and 
communication

Raise 
awareness 

Attract 
relevant  

stakeholders 
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1st Building pillar :
Governance  mechanisms and role of main stakeholders

• An already existing institution
• A coordinating body/council 
• An already existing institution
• A coordinating body/council 

Clear leadership 
(mandate on 

fi i l involving various stakeholdersinvolving various stakeholdersfinancial 
education) 

• Flexibly setting stakeholders’ 
roles and responsibilities

• Flexibly setting stakeholders’ 
roles and responsibilities

Coordination 
mechanisms

19

1st Building pillar (cont.) : role of main stakeholders

Public authorities Public authorities 
• Lead and establish the  framework
• Set main priorities
• Design quality standards

Private Private 
playersplayers
• social 

responsibility 
≠ conflict of 
interest

• Self regulatory 
bodies & PPP

International  International  
NetworkNetwork &&coco--

operationoperation

bodies & PPP

Key civil stakeholdersKey civil stakeholders
• Media; NGO; trade unions, 

employers, consumer 
associations
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2nd Building pillar: Tailored roadmap 

Meas rable and realistic

Common objectives and priorities

• Measurable and realistic
• Schedule & action plan
• Policy priorities and target groups

Resources

• Ideally dedicated and sustainable budget for design, 
implementation, evaluation and communication of NS 

• Mixed public –private resources

3rd Building pillar - flexible directions  

• Start at school
• Adapted to audience 
• Integrate learning from behavioral economics

Delivery methods

• Define quality standards for providers
• Grant awards or certify programmes’ quality
•• Support Support evaluationevaluation of programmes and of programmes and overalloverall

assessmentassessment

Methodologies and tools

assessmentassessment

Changing behaviors requires a good 
combination of regulation and quality education
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The devil is in the details : a few implementation tipstips

Access matters

• Ensure regular and

Access matters

• Ensure regular and

Timing and 
location matters
Timing and 
location matters

Content & 
language matters
Content & 
language matters

• Ensure regular and 
iterative FE 
provision 

• Use trusted  and trusted  and 
well known well known 
sources and sources and 
various channels various channels 

• Ensure regular and 
iterative FE 
provision 

• Use trusted  and trusted  and 
well known well known 
sources and sources and 
various channels various channels 

• Use teachable 
moments

• Use education 
pathways

• Include  FE in 
other  activities 

• Reduce time 
between teaching 
and action

• Use teachable 
moments

• Use education 
pathways

• Include  FE in 
other  activities 

• Reduce time 
between teaching 
and action

• Adapt content and 
tool to needs 

• Use engaging 
messages and 
tools 

• Provide a tool box 
for action 

• Consider 
edutainment and

• Adapt content and 
tool to needs 

• Use engaging 
messages and 
tools 

• Provide a tool box 
for action 

• Consider 
edutainment andand action and action edutainment and 
innovative tools
edutainment and 
innovative tools

THANK YOU!

Questions? Comments?

Flore-anne.messy@oecd.org

fi i l d tiwww.financial-education.org 


